OUR CLINIC ADDRESS

Plaza Pacific  Medical  Center
JOSE CLEMENTE OROZCO 10122 SUITE 106
ZONA RIO, Tijuana B.C. MEXICO.
Phone (619) 819-8523

How to get there
From San Diego to Parking USA side

• Take HWY 5 or HWY 805 South towards San Ysidro CA.
• Exit Camino de la Plaza
• Go straight at the light, Street becomes Camiones Way.
• Parking is available and drop off.
• Proceed walking across the border.
• Yellow taxis is $5. have correct change.

How to get there
Driving across the border

• Continue on that road to CENTRO - ZONA RIO exit on right towards ZONA RIO
• Stay right, and follow the sign that says ZONA RIO - PASEO DE LOS HEROES
• Continue straight past the roundabout with the two obelisks

• Continue straight until you reach the roundabout with the statue of Abraham Lincoln

• Go around the roundabout as if you’re heading back towards the border (u-turn)

• Stay on the right lane and make a right on the first street, Jose Clemente Orozco Street

The Plaza Pacifico building is white with red trim, located on the right, mid lock. Dr. Vizcarra’s office is located in this building on the second level.

10122 Jose Clemente Orozco, Room 106.

Parking available for $1.00 per hour at NucleoRadiologico Building on the first level.